Manure Management

MINIDARITECH
BIOLYNK
by

With this patented system your holding pen, sort lane, and transfer lane can be flushed clean 24 hours
a day. All of this can be accomplished on a scrape dairy with no separator and no added water!

But don’t just take our word for it ...
LESS LABOR
Before the Mini Biolynk we would scrape transfer and holding pen lanes on our
1600 dairy cow farm with a tractor. The automation of the Mini Biolynk allows
us to flush as frequently as we would like. The dirty water is being used from
six different locations to be recycled and used in the Mini Biolynk System. This
system is saving us a lot of time.
- Galen Smith (owner)
Coldstream Farms, Deming, WA

LESS WATER
The main reason for purchasing the Mini Biolynk is because we have to hold
water for six months during winter. We were using fresh water to flush pens.
Now by installing the Mini Biolynk, we are using recyled water which is saving us
40,000 gallons of water a day. Not only are we saving water but it is doing a much
better job of flushing the pens.
- Bernie Teunissen (owner)
Beranna Farms, Caldwell, ID

CLEAN COWS
We went with the Mini Biolynk flush system for its ability to flush the holding
pen as frequently as we want, all while conserving water. An added benefit is
keeping our cows feet clean before entering our new parlor.
- Keith Golob (owner)
Golob Farms, Granger, WA
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Manure Pumping
Our GreenLine manure pumps follow in the Daritech tradition of
bringing value to dairies throughout North America by providing
long wearing, highly efficient solutions to the many challenges that
manure management presents. Our manure pump line offers
a broad selection with innovative features for demanding dairy
applications including vertical pit pumps, agitators, mixing pumps
and dairy flush pumps. With the ability to configure our pumps for
a wide range of flow rates and manure consistency, we can help
you manage your manure pumping requirements regardless of
the size of your dairy.

Automated Controls

Built in our own ETL Listed panel
shop, our industrial PLC touch
screen interface provides high
end control of all our automated
equipment. Our systems can
feature mobile
device monitoring
and control, text
message alerts,
and remote
technical
support.

Greenline 250 pump skids

Greenline 250 Autoprime

Greenline E-Series Vertical Pumps

Flush Systems
Our flush valves are built to last with
the highest efficiency. When combined
with our BioLynk system, you will get
consistent, high quality flush water all
year long.
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